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THEC~MBINATORIAL NALYSIS OFPATTERNS AND 
THEPRINCIPLEOFINCLUSION-EXCLUSION * 
fj 1. introduction 
&I extensive cl;ass Qf enumeration problems c’3i-1 be regarded mathe- . 
msrtically as orbit taunting problems in finite function set5 under various 
special grwp actims (usually built up through the actiorrs of groqx on 
the range, domain OF hsth of the funl-tion set) f 2,3,5,8.16,10 1. Classi- 
cally in such problems, fwrbhms in the same mbit wet%* mid to “repre- 
sent the time pattern”. We ~h;llt USC the word *‘paOern” as a synonym 
fc>r orbit wheat it setms to uid the intuition (compare with “contr& 
pattern” for exxnplc ifi Grenander [ 71 or with de Bruijn [ 3 ] or Minskv I 
and Pagert [ 141). Of CCNWX any finite set r-an be regarded trivially as a e., 
Yinite function VT’, XI cbbviously the speCia1 nature of the group actions 
play a central role in the asxxiated enumeratlan theory. 
For example, P6lv;l’~ enumeration theorem f 3, 16, i9] deals with the 
orbit counting prohiem in a set of fk~ctions where the group action is 
induced in the obviau(; day frcxn the action of ZI group on the domain 
Pdlya’s identity is in a st‘nsc’ a statement :rhQut he 
ng combinatorial computstions ant 1 ckriving 
ting functiortS in a whole class of probknK 
,, of course. use syccial features 9f the ps&lem 
crabby on ‘thd! computations involved in P6lya’s 
s, Piillya’s identity serves as the starting point for 
3,8, Iti I. The computational ad- 
5 SC xhis identity. roughlly speaking, ste@“tf irom the use of averag- 
ng from Bumside’s Lemma in this case), the re- 
of the action of the group on the function set to 
n the domain (in constructing the cycle index polynomiall, 
sum and product wherever possible. YLG. de 
al interesting extensLns of P6Lya*s tkxxem. We 
reader to de Bruijn’s excellent expository articte f 3 1 for a dis- 
rious combinatorial identities. 
t, we ~onsiclcr the problem of extending identities of the 
the si@uatiown where the structures to be counted are dis- 
tl:c pre!xnce ur absence of some “1oc~l” condition in the 
fix example that 3 hoop with 16 regular spaced VW- 
ne of the symbok a, b or k-and regarded as a planar 
e problem of finding the number of such hoops that 
tated ‘Y symbols is a variation of the orbit counting 
that has the tocal condition that at no point on the hoop does 
psttcm .W t”, x + u, _V # u occur. Such problems are o$viousIv 
lems of the above type, through problems 
arrangements of pieces on a chess board. ta !hc Ndimen- 
ing problem. dimer covering problems and cell growth problems 
concern here is to develop identities of the P6Jyade 
these problems. Our principle concern, at k;lst in this 
nktion of exact computations in large finite 
event~ljy perhaps toward finite search techniques rather 
ek as are cf interest in the Jsing problem cot 
is through a straightforward applicatinK of the principle 
orsion in the context of a certain algebra of t~-~sors where 
problems mwltiplication can be represented as logkal product in 
a computer. Vector identities are derived from the consideration of basic 
properties of certain operators on the algebra and the reduction of the 
elementary symmetric functions in the algebra with respect o these 
operators and the strutzturt of the algebra, The various combinatorial 
identities are recovered from the vector identities through evaluation 
with appropriately chosen linear function&. This operation plays the 
role of the substitution of various “weight functions” or the action of 
certain differential operators in the P61yawde Bruijn identities [ 2,3,19 J . 
We remark that we rely heavily, throughout his paper, on certain 
very elementary aspects of the theory of permutation groups. One sus- 
pects that an alternative to this dependence relating more directlv to 
stric!ly combinatorial notions would be desirable. Generalizaticlr& of 
the PMya-de Bruijn identities may be derived from the work of Gian- 
CY’Ao Rota which have this feature (using the Galois theory of permuta- 
tisns and partitions) [ 2 I c 235, We have not considered the pos&ly 
interesting inti;rconnections between these generalizations and our pres- 
ent approach to this subject. 
5 2, Principal results 
If R and D are finite sets, we drnottz by RD the set of functions with 
domain D and fbitge R. K ii31 =: d and 1 A 1 = Y, without loss of generality 
we shall, when convenient, associate D and R with 2, and Z,, where 
Z ,” B (1 ,2, . . . . k). Iet I;’ be a field of characteristic zero. We regard 4;‘ as 
an E-algebra nd consider the algebra direct product x ‘FE K Let 
tb = @” V be the dth tensor product of the F-algebra K We are con- 
cerned with combinatorial computation and thrjs wish to represent he 
homogeneous tensors in the F-algebra Q! in a fo1.m that will explicitly 
represent he computations involved. Thus a homogeneous tensor in 0 
will be represented by a ci x P matrix A = (a$ wCh we regard as a tensor 
product of its ro”i~s: A =A, QI$ . .. QPA,. We have implicitly taken as a 
basis for ‘V the vectors e1 = (;I,& . ..). p2 = (0, t ,O, . ..). etc. The standard 
basis for t!! consists of the vectors E 
7 
= ~~~~~~ @ . . . Q3) eTCdj where YE@. 
With respect o this basis, we have 
360 
361 
(J-,A,)(J-A,)...(J-n, _,)= _. c El , 
(7. a 
here the sum is fever ali &free y with respect o H. 
CDf cour9z. 
?? 
where s, (zrt f ..‘, zn *_ 1 ) denotes the jth elementary symmetric function of 
rxder ~1 Thus (6) becomes 
n 
This vector idmtity is combinatorialQ closely related to the principle of 
irlcJus;ion--cxcgusn in the set A? where the “prop+xties” P, + . . . . Pn _) 
a.re dc-fined by the condition that y E f?” has property Pi if y c gi 1 I$, E 6. 
Thk interconnection will be made more precise below. 
We nuw consider our vector form (7) of the principle of inclusion-  
rxcksion in more detail. Let N be the transport group for the test ~%a,cs 
&. 1~ K bse any finite group and assume K acts OR H (i.e. we have a 
hsmomorphism v: K+S(M)). Order the elements of H = { 11,. h I, . . . , hr 
Irf SC /l is any subwt of H, then let Sdenot?; the I$ Muple obtained 6; 
I 1. 
ng S in inmaqhg order. The ma.p q P ;;“-r?i) is 8 biject.ion between 
d the strictly increasing ordered k-tuples from H, k = 0, 1, . . . . 11/l. 
e a homogeneous tensq y E ZzH. We write 
where (hi 
I 
, hi, . l *** II, ) = 7 -t (f). Similarly we write the monomial 
Z) = li, . . . Zik, so that if lyl= I 7- * ( I )I, we m3y write the tth elementary 
symmetric functkn 
Now let V: KG(N) define the action of A’ on H, and hence on 2:’ . I 
Let Fir(K) denote a system of distinct representatives for the orbits of K 
acting on tk set of 7E Z,ll with (7 I = t. If ,4. is the iii-tensor of a test 
class&. then kt $(A’) denote those yr=’ b’(K,I such that A rl.c. 0Y 
IMinition 6. A polynomial of the form 
where 1 i?? I dtmotes the nurnbcr c,f cfsmmts in the K-orbit of 7. will be 
c;jlled a A’-~cJrrr*ritrrr of the elementary symmetric: function s, (z,, . ..~~._t) 
with respect o the test class & and homomorphism c’. 
Now asscNnt‘ that il ic; a nrirGmal transport group of the test class & 
This means that if A is the cr-knsor then the stabilizer H, = [II: +=A) = 
{e’i is trivial. This seems always to be the case in practic; as one should 
seek t0 cfloase the transport group to contain as few elements as possible. 
If HA is by some mischoice not trivial but HA is normal in II, then one 
may simply replace Ii by H/H” (this is always pcrssible if H is abehan). 
Observe that H always acts on itself by means af the left (or right j
regular epresentation. In Theorem 1, we shall be interested in those 
K-reductions of the rlemt’ntarv symmetric functions which preserve . 
certain properties. The larger we choose K, the smaller bc:comes the set 
6:(K). If /I is minimal and A’ I H is such that 1 K, I--’ IAl = 1H I, then a 
certain canonical action of Ik’ on H can be defined which turns out to be 
very useful in this regard, The regular epresentations of f! define such 
an action. In p~neral, howNer, let K 3 II, 1&d t -. i i A’ I = IN 1. Since 
IK, I+” IA’/ is the order of theA+xbit of K (the set { Ak: kE K)), tk 
latter c-zndition implies that the A-orbit of A’ coincides with the A-orbit 
of f/. But iHe4 t= I imp~ics that the map E1 t+ “4,3 a bijection between H 
sndL = (Ali. * h E U). But since L is the d-orbit of K we have a natural 
transitive actirJn of K on L and honcc on N defined ftx each fiixcd k by 
y(k)M) 3=’ jl’, where h’ is that unique element in H such that Akh = A,.. 
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Here D;, k = 1, . . . . p, denotes the set of integers in the ktf= cycle of the 
disjoint cycle decomposition u = c;c: .*. ci of o (including 1 -cycles). 
Note that if ,4, = 0 (corresponding to the empty test class) and 
H = W. then (;r may be any permutation group acting on D ;dnd A, = A, 
an s.h.r. for the orbits of G acting on RD. In this case, (1 t ) is P6lya’s 
identity (2, 161. 
We point out some of the computational features of ( 1 1) and (12) 
analogous to P6lya’s identity. The _group average which appears in 
P6iya’s identity appears in ( 1 I ) and (I 2) in the foml of the operator 
zG land of course in the cycle index polynomial pC ). ?%a: analysis of 
the action of ttre group C on D in PMya’s identity requires only a 
knowledge of the ca~cle i~~&_xx~s [ 3 ] (in the construction of the poly- 
nomi;rl I’(; ). We require the eyck partitims 0: 0 . . . WI:= D for each u. 
Of C’OWW, the cycle index of u is trivially det&zmined ?rom the cycle 
partition and, as with the cvcle index, d number of pgrmutatiokof G 
may give rig to the same &le partition. In addition, we must compute 
the K-reductions of the elementary symmetric functions. We discuss 
this aspect of Theorem I below NX Theorem 2). These constructions 
lead to some very interesting problems involving certain restricted 
classes of composiiiuris. Backtracking schemes (61 can be devised for 
the generation of these sets of composition, These schemes eem to 
converge very rapidly in practice and result in enormous reductions in 
the classes of compositions that one must consider. Of course in some 
cases the K-reductions may be obtainable by mathematical insigFt 
rather than computer 8encration! Finally. we note that the key inter- 
change of product and summation that appears in PMya’s identity in 
the form of the variables ubstituted into the cycle index polynomial 
appears also in identity (12) in the sum over i. 
Proof of Theorem I. We first show that if ‘f is a K-reduction af Sj then 
lQG .+.A, ,...., A,_,) = IQ, s&A,, ..a* A,_, ‘) I 
t 
IBy definitiun 
s,IA,, . . . . A,_, )= c 
il< . . . <jr 
Ai1 .a. A. ?= C+. 
r7t=i 
Now KC G and hence TK and UC; commute, and, rcc;rtling that for 
our choic=e of functiorA UK 11’ = IN for any homogeneous tensor (and 
bjence for an)’ tensor?) N, we find 
Thus 
ith~~ fatter sum over aU &-free y’s), The set of &-free y’s is by assumption 
tirznt under the action of G. Thus w may write 
/ 
Applying QG and again using the fact that QG and Tc’ commute, we 
obtain 
Since I TG E, = IE; = W(T), we obtain 
n 
n_t I = IQ, J + C 6- IVZQ,S$~;, . . . . A;_,) 
j=l 
which proves ( 11) since by I1 21 proved below, we see immediately from 
setting nii = I for all j and i that 
IQ,J = Pt; 
3 ( 6 w(i), .*., 6 d(i)) ‘. i=l i=l 
We now consider ( 12 ). First, consider /Jti!V for u E G. We have. for 
IV = (PI,), an Ix d tensor 
the latter sum being over all y such Ohat yo = y. Observe that yo =r if 
and only if y is constant ora the qets I$‘, ii I, ..,, p. Thus the set of y 
such that y~=y is equivalent o theset Z,J’ (for y such that yo=y 
associate Ya E Zr zP, where ye(i) is the common value of 7 in Og; the 
map 7 w y0 is the desired bijec” c ) n). Note that (I 3) is valid for any 
If U+, in particular those of the ~W=TII Z=I,@ ,.. dp &. For such an I, 
I@,) = n$, I&et) where el, . . . . cd is the-standard basis for V = x a F. 
Define 
the right hand side of (I 3) becomes 
WC emphasize that identity (, 15) is valid for any functional of the form 
QD Id. In the P6lyade Bruijn identities, the wright functions 
remain constant on orhits. This assumptian may be relaxed in certain 
ntities related ta ( t 1) and (12) by utilizing asymmetric choices of the 
funcGonal I [ 25 1. 
A number of authors have indicated how group representations may 
be horJught into pattern enumerakm prablems 14, S, 19, X,25). There 
m to be consider&k possibiiities in this regard. We shall not discuss 
this question in any detail except ts indicate 9 very simple but neverthe- 
!t:ss quite useful c0soIitary ta Theorem 1. 
Let X he ;1 homomorphism sf the group G af Theorem I into the 
mu9tiplieative grut~p of the field F. Let 
rvcthatifEl,TERD, is a basis vector for QDd V then 
where G denotes the stabilizer subgroup of G at “y. But 2$, Efi A( U) 31: 0
if and o&r if G c kernel X, in which case CO, ‘h(o) = t G I.. %hus the 
nonhero eigenvilues of the operator Qz arf: sirt?ply the n~mhers 
icl-tl(;,l = IS,,[ - ‘k for all 7~ RD such thab cT c kernel A. The oorru- 
g eigenvectors are the vectors {ET : y f R5, G c kernel X ). 
owevw, that if KC C; then G r and G7 ,2k, k~ k, ar-if conjugate in 
0 2, Rinci&d n?$Ih 369 
G and hence Eq, Et c k are eigenvectors corresponding to the same eigen- 
value 0 or 1 ST I .I” ’ since kernel X is normal in G (KC C implies that 
IS7 I = 1q-k I as 7 and y.2 k are then in the sa!ne G-orbit). This implies 
that TX (2) is an eigenvector of Qt; , SO the elgenspace oa‘ Qi corre- 
sponding to 1 ST I---’ is TK-invariant. Thus Qr; and r’ commute, and 
we may replace QG by Qk in Theorem 1. When this is done, the pattern 
inventory ZtELI, IV(r) becomes 2ZTExa IV(y) where 8a denotes the set of 
all a-tree 7~ A& with the property that G7 c kernel X. Define p”,(z,, ..#, zd) 
where c(o, i) denotes the number of cycles of u of length i. We have 
As we shall see below (Example 3), identity (18) relates to pattern 
inventories where only patterns that have certain symmetries, related 
to I:he character X, are included in the count. 
We now turn to a qut’stion of fundamental importance in the appiica- 
tion of Theorem I, namely the constmstion of the reductions { of the 
elementary symmetric functions si. In this paper, we shall only indicate 
briefly the nature of the problems invoh;ed in this construction. We 
consider the case where K is the dihedral group. This is the basic group 
that we shall use in the examples below sf planar and spatial hoops. The 
interested reader ~111 firs2 a more compl4e discussion of the appropri- 
ate backtracking algorithms for these grcJups in [ 26] . We now take 
w = {h,.. *,.* Ir,_,) = {P, ?I, ,.., ?d-l ) to be a cyclic minimal transport 
group for a test class ti with tensor A = (lj~), 1 G i G d, ’ G i G t. Denote 
t?yt=(1,2,:.., . 6) the generator for M. Let Ai &note the ith tow of A 
and kt SA ={i---j- l<i<d, I<j<d, AiAi=~~.Sisadifference~ct 
ba& on those pairs of rows of A which multiply to zer8 in thu algebra 
V. Differences here are module d. Let l = (L( I ), . . . . L(k)) denote a 
itisn of d (i.e. each L(i) is a positive integer and L(1) + . . . 
+ L(k) = cs). 
tkfltiitk~~ 8, A k-composition of’ d will be called htwior S, -fke if for 
any I, p, 0 < p G k-t. 1 G t < k, the swn L(t)+L(t%l) + ,*. +‘f (t+p) 4 SA I 
e crrll L SA -free if L and al1 cyclic shifts of L are interior SA -f&z, 
me that A7 =: A,,4 ,A, = A,A#$ in this &a~. Denote this bijective 
comspandence between the compsitio;rs of d and Z$- I’, by + 
WHxe r* = { y: y(O)= 1 j). Let k; denote the dihedral group of order 
Zi a~uing on { 1 , l..J). For a composition L, WE Ki, define K*L = (Z( I), 
r-.9 r((i,j where E(i, = L(K-~(~)). This defines the actions of the groups 
X8 on the i-compositions of d, 
To be specific, we denote by K (the dihedral proup on Z,) the furw 
tionsofthefomt rpi~~:O~p~d-l’J,(~~x)(t)=p~t(nlodL;R.As- 
sume that KA = {x,-x). Let pt -XE K, p, +XE H. Then by definition, 
N& - x)@.+9 is that uniqtue lement p3; x of H such that 
=A. T?wp3 =pI--p2a If we suppress the variable x, we hue 
the dihedral g.r~up acting on 
H, Thus the s-action of A” on H is the 
group on H. We state without proof: 
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In special cases (i.e. special choices of the test class ti), one may 
characterize the .SA -free t-compositions of cd in a very compact form. In 
general, however, the best approach seems to be through a lexicographic 
@omputer search technique constructed in such a way that the SA -free 
compositions ;irc pcncra:ed very efficiently. One certainly does not want 
to generate all compc&ions and then cheek to see if they are s,4 -fret 
and t!xvz throw out duplications under the action of Ki! Fortunately, 
it is possible to ~~:rnstruclt very efficient backtrack programs [S 1 to gen- 
erate the ?& -free compositions i %] , ard the “‘TA -free” condition turns 
out to greatly sin@ify the elementary symmetric functions. For exam- 
ple, consider the prob!em of counting the spatial hoops with 32 vertices 
labeled with {uO+ . . .. a, ) and with the property that given any a0 there 
is another II~ within 5 places of it. There are a total of 2 14’7 483 648 
compositions hut, up to the action of the dihedral group of order 64, 
there are only 68 Sqd Sfree compositions for this problem. In fact, 
&!JKPOifjMand 
=l+lI424+29+3-68. 
The elementary symmetric function s&, . . . . &I in this case involvks 
201 3% monomials of the form zi, .., til , but the K-reduction of sg is 
simply 1. Xl 
We now consider several examples to illustrate some of tl,? ideas 
disoussvd above. 
P 
E.xxzm@ 1. We consider the calculation of ifoA in a simple GXSC. SUPPOX 
the dxr tensor A has 0,J entries with the entry A(i,jl = Ali, 2). ja 2. kx 
example, we might have 
y- 0 1 l . . 11 
: 1 I . . . ; iI 
0 1 . . . 1 I 
i 1 I . . . I i 
A = jo i t l . . 11 
: 1 0 
*.. 
0 ! 
! 
’ 1 1 ..C 1 1 
i j 1 0 i 
. . . L Oi 
This type of tensor will occur as the ti-tensor for the simplest type of 
t cttass [see Example 2). Let ct 1 (k, ~7) denote the cardinalit\s of the 
set uf att s&q* j= 1, . ..) p 1 such that lDj?l= k and A(i, 1) =A(i,2) = 1 
faratti~~ofu=(3)(7)(24)(15)(68)then~~=C3),n02r~?f, 
Pa = {243,00, = {15)&j = {Ml), so, for the 8xr tensor A ahsve, 
q 
i 
(1,~) = 1 ifrom D;) and c1 1 (2, ‘t.) = 1 (from D$). Denote the sum 
2& cl1 (0) by c1 t @II), so c1 1 (u) = 2 in our example. Also, let eJk. oj 
denote the cardinal& of the set of all D,” such t.hat for some i E DT9 
ACi, 1 i = 1 T AC, 2) = 0. The sum over k of c&,o) is simply ~*~~(a). 
FinaNy. let co1 ia) = p--cl l (0) - cro(u). If WC define I = I, @ . . . @ !d 
by J&e1 ) = x for all i== 1?I _ d and ‘icky) = I otherwise, then W~Z have 
by (12) 
(19) IfuA 
where p=r-- t. 
Ifwetakex=t 
We remark that the basic operatisgjs of muhiplication in the algebra 
rl”and evatution of a linear functional of the form I, @ . . . Qp I, art’ in 
~HMT~! trivial machine comautations. 
We now consider a vev elementary application of Theorem Ii and 
Ccwottary 1 to a counting problem of the pattern enumeration type, 
C~~nsider a circular hoop with 8 regularly placed vertices, each vertex 
ted with a symbol from a set R = {a, h, c’. ,. ). We regard the hoop as 
an object in Sspapce so that two hoops will be regarded as the same or 
indistinguishable up to rotations and reflections. Fig. 1 illustrates the 
basic structure and two such hoops. 
By an a-rooted tree we shall mean a structure of the type shown in iig. 2. 
Y 
90. x 
Y 
~#a, y,ta. 
, 
a 
Fig. 2. 
In the rxamples below we shall consider certain combinatorial ques- 
tions relating the s&patterns of g-rooted trees to the labeled spatial 
hoops. Observe, for example, that in fig. 1, t 2) does not contain any Q- 
rooted trees. Note that fig. l(3) contains an u-rooted tree which may be 
rqwwented by the function $, o b . ’ 4 ‘) If we are interested in any inventory 
of ail spatial heaps that do not contain any a-rooted tree, we may start 
with the test class 6 = {( ’ ’ “1: .v#u, J~#O ). A minimal transport group H 
in this case may be take: ibge the cyclic group of order 8 generated by 
(1,2,2, l ... 8) = 7. A hoop represented by a function rERn, II = { l? ...v 8 ), 
will be &free with respect o !I if and only if it does not contain any 
a-rooted trees. Thus lAO[ will be the number of spatial hoops with no et- 
rooted trees. If we t.akc w(a) = X, w(h) = W(C) = e.. = 1, then the pattern 
inventory ZTELL, W(y) is a polynomial a0 +cl! I.~ + .., + a8x8 where ak 
denotes the numberc,f spatial hoops with noa-rooted trees and exactly 
k Q’S total. 
ote that in this problem the &tensor is given by 
If K denotes tile dihedral group acting orb D, then 1 KA I = 2, so by 
‘lke~~m 1 we may redxe the etementary symmetric functions with 
~pect to the natural action of K an II. From A above, we sele that 
S A = {3,5) and the SA -free compositions of 8, up to the actiolr of K, 
arc! (by simple inspection) 
(OS), [I J?, 0,6j, d+Q, (1 ,f ,6), (2,2,4), (2,2,2,2)) l 
Unfortunately, this is thre mrne reduction that would have been obtained 
d we taken K =H! This rarely happens with more complicated ptob- 
s, but we wish to keep this example simple enough $6 that all calcula- 
tioi”isr asl be done e&ly by hand. 
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We now substitute A,, . . . . .4, into the sf . For example, 
0 1 . . . I 
I I l *. 1 
I ’ 1 . . . 11 0 1 . . . 1 
I 1 . . . 1 
I 
1 I . . . 1 1 
0 1 **a 1 I 0 1 CC. 
1 1 S.. I 1 0 .** 
1 l 1 . . . 1 1 
JI 
1 . . . 1 
1 0 . . 0 1 0 .._ 0 ) I 
corresponding to the composition (2.6). Corresponding to(2,2,4) we 
thus have 
Corresponding to the composition (4,4), we have 
We find, in this way, that the second exprewion 011 the left hand side of 
(11) or(l8)becomes . 
0 1 . . . 
6 I .‘. 1-i ‘1 
0 1 .., 1 ! 
1 0 1 0 I ..*   . 0 11 t I 0 1 ..* 1 1 
I 
i’ . 
0 1 . . . ' 1 1 1 i . . . 1 1 
.-+ 
Of 
11 8/Q:; 1 . . . o I 
'ilO 
..* 1 
_ 
1 
10 . . . Ok [ . . . 
10 2.. 0 : 
lo1 
I 0 . . . 0 _ J i 1 0 ::: 
The tensors in (21). call !hem A = ATI, . . . . A,,, are the A, tensors corre- 
spending to the compositions (8), (I ,7), (2,6), (4,4), (I ,f .6), (2,2,4), 
( 2,2,2.2) 
The &up A” has 8 rotations and 8 reflections: We list the Dy sets 
below: 
4: 
7,r3,ZS,t7: 
,2 76. 
’ ,r : . 
P, : 
P2 : 
p.j : 
P4 : 
P_c : 
Pb : 
P)T : 
P$ : 
Par the pi, if one thinks of the corresponding sets as the cycles of pi, one 
obtains the cycle decomposition (for example, p2 = i2)uw ,3)(4,8)(%7n 
The standard cycle index polynomial may be written down immcdiateiv 
from this list: 
If we observe that H is normal in C, then we may define a character 
A: G-+ Fby A(u)= 1, UE N, X(a)= -a-_ I, of $ H (take F to be the quotient 
field of 21x j in this discussion). Using (17), we obtain 
The analysis thrir we have done so far is common ground to many 
questions that one may ttsk about this situation and is the analog for 
Theorem I of th - computatien of the cycle index polynomial in Mfya’s 
identity. We corcidcr a few such questions: 
p#) = p4 + zp3 + 3p2 + zp l 
b 
Y 
b 
379 
Fig. 3. 
Table I shows the growth o& IAJ as a function of r (IAJr)l as compared 
with t A(r) 1, the total number of spatial 8-hoops). A list of the 13 &hoops 
with no a-rooted trees is given in fig. 4 (symbols (a, h) = R). AIthougll 
t=l 2 3 4 5 6 7 l? 9 !Q 
Bm ._ -cc- 
la,tt)l 1 13 Ill 1204 73% 36021 136940 436696 1212399 3013165 
1&m 1 30 498 4935 LS393 107~31 365260 1058058 2707245 6278140 
_1__1- .-w----v - 
8 b 
b 
b b b 
b 
b a 
b b b 
b b b b 
b 
Fig. 4. T’he 13 &hmps with no o-rooted trees. 
nort necessary for computations1 purposes. as a polynomia1 in r, 
~~~~~~?~~~ 3. How many spatial hoops are there that da nut contain any 
~sotcd trees and are net bilaterally symmetric? Tc&ule out bilateral 
symmctrks from the cowt we define X: &+I;” to be 1 on ?f and - 1 ot’f 
II as above. Then ;jh consists of all eElements y,~ Aa that satisfy the con- 
ditisn (;t c kernel )t =H. Thu.s if y is stabfe under a reflection p. “ye-y = y, 
tiwn G, Q kernel )r and 7 is excluded. Thus with the above choice of A, 
identity If 8) gives GS the desired number i&& . 
For the R-hoop labeled with R = {a, h, . . . ‘k ‘I tR f = r, p = r -- \ + we cotn- 
pate. using CO) (ix. f is trnvial), 
p,(r), = r2p4 - Q)’ -- 2p3 ) 
y 418), for I = 1, 2, ..r,$ we have 
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In fact, 
+ 187~~ .a-. 244r3 + 208r2 -. I]?~+32 j . 
For r= 2, WC find from (27) that q(2) = /~(96--. 8x 12 + 8x2) = 1. So 
only 1 of the 13 structures in fig. 4 does not have bilateral symmetry. 
The sfru~~tures shown in fig. 4 are thus a class of bilaterally symrrletric 
structures defined by the cxc~~siu~~ of a particular bilaterally symmetric 
substructure, fig. 3. For an entertain@ discussion of bilateral symmetry 
(which does not include the above curious observation!), the reader is 
referred to Hermann Weyl’s charming little book “Symmetry” [ 241. 
Table 2 compares the growth rate of the bilaterally asymmetric 8- 
hoops containing no a-tooted trees, I&&(r)!, with !&)I, the tstaf number 
of asymmetric 8-hoops :vith lah~!c from 3 set oft elements. 
Tabk 2 
liip(r)l 1 3 918 6669 33665 131616 425866 1 192 178 2 977 $57 
t&r)L 6 3.36 3995 23520 102 795 335 6S6 1039626 2 674 440 6 223 140 
se- me-- ----.e-~~“--~. _UI1.-- w-h- -. 
Our next example illustr3tes the use of non-trivial weights or, equiv- 
alently, a non-trivial functional I, 
E.WP@P 4, How many S-hoops tjire there with labels from 3 set of d ele- 
ments which contain no u-rooted trees and exactly k a’s? There may be 
a number of ways one would want to approach such a problem depend- 
ing on the values of fc needed, etc. The straightforward approach, anal<+ 
gous to the standard use of Mlya’s identity for example, would be to 
assign the wpights W(Q) = X, w(b) = W(C) = . . . = t , ta the elements of R. 
In thic; wny one obtains a function a(x) which is equal 3s a function of x 
to the generating function (or “partition function”*) aO+alx + . . . +tiBxs. 
Of course r(x) will not in gcnetal be of the form a0 + a1 x + . . . +a#*. 
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. 
In our problem, if we apply ( 19) to (2 3 ), we obtain (p = I- 1): 
p. (LX) = 1 fiPG (p+.q . ..$ p+xd ) 
= (p+*x)8 + 5(p+d I4 + 2(p+x4)2 f 4(p&) + 4(p,tX)(~+Xq: 
p, (&.X9 = ($3+.X)5 p5-X +p(p+X2)?% + 2p2(p+x)(p+*G)G 
+ p”(p+x)V + 3p2(p+X2;LG + 2/3X4) 
The d&red generating function is 
The cxtractisn of tfie cwfficients Q& from expretians of this sort in 
general is stat so difficult lips it might seem, especially by machine corn- 
~tatiw, since ali of the expretions are af the same farm, m(al +x’# )/a 
_*I $+##~n~ Fsr example, let c denote the linear operation that 
extra&s a4 0 We find q&e eaisily, by hand in this case, 
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Q(i = 7op4 + 12j+ +42p2 +4p , 
cpt = lop4 +zp3+cip2 +2p, 
q?2 =p4+p2, 
cp3 =3p4+2p3+3p2+zp, 
($I4 = p’ + zp3 + 3pz + 2p , 
“ps = 0 $ 
I%c coefficient of x4 in the pattern inventory EfEba W(r) is obtained 
as 
h l(70p4 + 12p3+42pZ+4p) - (SOP4 +4p3+ 22p**t 4p)] 
= 1”6(20p4+8p3 +2Op*), 
so cr4V) = $(%.r- l)‘+ 2(r- II3 + S(r-- lY$) gives the number of spatisl 
g-hoops with labels from a set of r symbols, containing 4 a’s and no a- 
roofed trees. For I= 2, crJ2) = 3, which checks with fig. 4. 
We now make some observations of a more general nature about the 
problems and kesults of this section. There are many instances of prob- 
lems in enumc!rative combinatorics that are essentially of the same type 
as we discuss in this paper. Fig. 5 shows an n-square toroidal lattice L 
and a set of ot-dered pairs of integers D = {(i,f), I<i, j$8 ) at the mid- +.+ 
points of the lattice. 
If we let R = {O,i ) then a function YE !I may be regarded as a lattice 
paph. If r(i,jjj = 1, then the line passing through (i, j) is in the graph, if 
r(r’,j) = 0, the line is left out. Let D, = {(2,2), (3,1), (3,2), (4,2)). Let 
the test clas 6bmsist of all YE RL”; such that Ztii)ED r(i, j) = 1 or 3, 
and let the transport group H consist of the lattice’gro& ;a direct pro- 
duct of IWO cyck groups of order 4) acting on D. Clearly the &free 
functicbns 7 are just the Ising graphs 18, 151 on this lattice. Thz test class 
6 and the group H are more involved than tdvhat we have been considering 
(and the king probkm is much more difficult!). One couid in this case 
’ ptify the test class and enlarge N by allowing rotations and reflections 
the lattice. If could be taken to be a sl:midirect product of a wreath 
ust, S2 [S2 ] 9 with the direct producl of two cyclic groups (in which 
Z wotrtd contain only two functians\). l’hc~ mnsiderations carry 
over in an obvio$Js way to the thr~c_dimensYonal IS@ problem. 
We have not yet tooked into these problems from the point of view of 
this. paper.. Our whole orie z-Won ha? lxxn toward thle organizatian of 
exact eumputation i large finite sets rather than toward asymp:atic rt5- 
~fts, Tkrc are already 22’S lsing graphs in a S-cube - far in excess of 
aglly reasonable estimate for the nurn~er of atoms in the known universe! 
A “solution” to the 3dimensional Ising problem analogous to our hoop 
problems might rcsuft in a partition fun&n involving a sum af ‘I 000 
polynomMs of the form n.P( 1 +x)~ in, sayt the S-ctrbe case, The index 
t for these polynomials would be sets of compositions of integers buiit 
up from other sets of compositions a sociated with t:tir cxxnp5,nent 
&r~ups of H. The dassicd techniques of Major Percy Mac.Y:C :e 5:s c I,dte 
Royaf Artithry) f 1 I ] or perhaps the more recent war 1: cI ’ f&z wx [ 91 
might relate here. The fact that the transport group is Ml; :~p from 
wmidirect products including wreath ior Kranz) products 
tipized in a m;urnet analogous to P&lya’s Franz product heol 
1 to simpii@ the matter considerably, 
more interesting possiblifity for extending the results of this 
n SBSTH to be in the direction of counting algorithms involving 
backtrack search routines 161 which art searching for ii-free elements itI 
a finite function set. The r&a would be to assign measures to the search 
trcs: in a way that would reduce the amount of backtracking. 
Also, we remnwk that in it wry basic sense the class of problems th;jt 
we are considering can be viewed as pattern recognition problems. We 
can regard ~ttr system of distinct representatives A as a class of patterns. 
The task of enumerating A, can he viewed as the prc.?blcn of sorting out 
those patterns in A which contain a certain subpattem from those which 
do not. Of course, in practice this is exactly what must be avoided, as the 
finite sets A are often trnnsfjnite (for all practii;al purposes); hence the 
importance of identities which bypass any sort of direct listing of A, 
Certiin obvious analogies exist between the counting techniques of 
’ this section and the ideas prcs.;cntcc ) by Minsky and Papert in their little 
hook “Perctrptrons” [ 14 f , For example, in 3 oounling problem, such as 
a ~21 growth problem with ;) convexity condition [ 171, we would expect 
the test class 6’ to be of a simpler nature than in such a problem with only 
a uonnectedness condition [1!Sj. The enumeration problem certainty 
does not necessarily &come harder ftom a computational point of view. 
as the size of the support set D, of the test &ss mows. 1;5, iarge support 
Do puts a severe restriction on the SA -free compo!,itions, for example, 
and would msuft in few reduced elementary symr eetric functions that 
are non-zero. 
One can’t in faCt pose the counting of &free pa ttcrns YE L as a pattern 
recognition algorithm. if one were to (I ) seftxt 7 frctlj A (S:z:h as %g. J(3)) 
at random and (2‘) insert a t~mphte (or ‘“predt~&C Y at randcxn (such 
as fig, 3) k times, then thit ProbabiEy !5nz &.* thae temyfate would not match 
with the symbols in ths structure on any oi” the IE: it!depencSent trials is 
IA1-’ C +A( 1 -p, jk, where p, is the number of subpatteins contained 
in the figure divided by the total number of distinct ways that the tcm- 
plate can he inserted into the figure (precisely, I(o: 06% y’- CT I Dp ) I 
divided by I// t if /I Is a minimal transport group of 6 =: {a ] L If the 
pat tern is given by f?g. I (3), and the template by fig. 3, then I’, = 4 . 
Using methods anaiogous to those: in this paper, one can derive 3 sequence 
of identities analagous to Polya’s identity ‘ibr the expressions STra (1 -p, jk 
(Polya’s identity corresponds to the case k=O), Cletarly the limit - 
‘This is essentially the “moment probIem’” for our situatioo. The limit 
of the expressions corrqronding to the cycle index polynomial patt of 
Bblya’s Theorem converges too slowly to be of any practical use, although 
she lower order moments might be of some interest in certain problems 
e [ 25 f for some examples). 
Another feature of OUT vector identities and algebra of tensor U that 
we have not exploted at all in this pz~pex is their obvious extensions of a 
alytic nature in the case where the field t;‘ carntains the real 
numbers or complex numbers. For example, suppose we have a register 
in a machine with J places and r possible symbols appearing in each posi- 
nt as in fig. 6. R = (a,b,c,... 1 b fR I= I. Suppose that the [th symbol 
gcnetated in the ith place of the register with probability pii’ Suppose 
that a noise factor results in a random cyclic shift of the contents of the 
machine before the contents$axe r ad out. A number of questions that 
one nright ask of this situation results in the need for identities of the 
pat&ln enumerath type. For example, what percentage of the time 
does rihc register correc~tly reprwcnt the contents af the machine? 
It turns out that for a given tenw P = @,) the idoeffkients of the 
vecto.~ T&P and QG 7&P expressed In tsrma of the basis af eigenvectors 
Tc E, for the range Tc are easily expressed in terms of the swatled 
‘*~neralized matrjix functions” [ 131 l If P=@$ is ;a dxr matrix and 
‘YE z$?? then let P dc~~tc tie dx d matrix formed from ilk Cp columns 
PC’,, rrr* jW<& gf *? 
Ii ;fr IS in htimomdrphism of G into the field F (or mar; generally slny 
up character d, define the g~~tzzlized ntcJtrl.x jimctiort df(P7) by 
If G is the symmetric gr~ulp and X(o) = E(O) the alternating character, 
It is t!z determinant (or the pemlanent if X(O) = I ). For a diseus- 
sicrn of geniilralized matrix functions with some combinatorial appliczations 
Marcus f!3j. 
One may show that if P = (p,) is an rxd tensor and the linear func- 
tional I is as in Theorem I ) then 
where we have taken X s 1. The left hand side is evaluated by eq. ( 12) 
and is our version of the cycle index polynomial based on oycie parti- 
tions rather than cycle indexes. 
For example, if P = @si) is the probability matrix for the shift register 
problems, then 2&A 1Gi l&P ) represents the probability that the 
contents read out correctly repregent the contents of the register. Thus 
131) allows us to compute this probability with the same computational 
advantages associated with Pblya’s identity. there these advantages are 
even more implrtant than in an enumeration problem due to the presence 
of round-off error. 
*We 23 got know if such problems or identities are in fact of any inter- 
est in applications (the above example was constructed ad hoc). The class 
of problems does seem rather basic however. Anytime J pattern or com- 
binatorial structure is generated by certain discrete distributions on its 
component parts but only observed up to some group of automoyphisms, 
such identities might be of some use (in developing statistical tests based 
on the observed ata for example). 
Final:, we remsk that it would be of irrtercst o charactzrizc the con- 
ditions under which two inclusion-exclusion problems in a finite func- 
tion set are in fact equivalent, or nearly equivalent up to certain permuta- 
tion group theoretic considerations. 
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